INVITES APPLICATIONS FOR THE POSITION OF:

Psychiatrist

An Equal Opportunity Employer

THE LANGUAGE USED IN THIS DOCUMENT DOES NOT CREATE AN EMPLOYMENT CONTRACT BETWEEN THE EMPLOYEE AND THE AGENCY. THIS DOCUMENT DOES NOT CREATE ANY CONTRACTUAL RIGHTS OR ENTITLEMENTS. THE AGENCY RESERVES THE RIGHT TO REVISE THE CONTENT OF THIS DOCUMENT, IN WHOLE OR IN PART. NO PROMISES OR ASSURANCES, WHETHER WRITTEN OR ORAL, WHICH ARE CONTRARY TO OR INCONSISTENT WITH THE TERMS OF THIS PARAGRAPH CREATE ANY CONTRACT OF EMPLOYMENT.

OPENING DATE: 01/15/19

CLOSING DATE: Continuous

JOB TITLE: Psychiatrist/DIS

CLASS CODE: UB26

POSITION NUMBER: 000000000

SLOT NUMBER:

STATE SALARY RANGE:

Salary: Negotiable with supplements in certain areas of practice and loan repayment

AGENCY HIRING RANGE - MIN:

AGENCY HIRING RANGE - MAX:

LOCATION: Richland County, South Carolina

This position is open at multiple Division of Inpatient Services (DIS) locations to include: G. Werber Bryan Psychiatric Hospital (BPH), William S. Hall Psychiatric Institute/Child & Adolescent @ BPH, Morris Village Alcohol & Drug Addiction Treatment Center, Forensics, the Sexually Violent Predator Treatment Program, and CM Tucker Nursing Care Center.

JOB TYPE: FTE - Full-Time

NORMAL WORK SCHEDULE: 8:30-5:00 with opportunities available for “on-call” and “limited on-call” schedules.

RESIDENCY REQUIREMENT:

RESIDENCY REQUIREMENT SPECIFICS (IF ANY):

AGENCY SPECIFIC APPLICATION PROCEDURES:
You must apply on-line at www.careers.sc.gov, position #72770 and may follow the status of your application on-line. For more position information, contact Dr. Robert Bank, Medical Director @ Robert.bank@scdmh.org.

**JOB RESPONSIBILITIES:**

Coordinates work of professional/technical psychiatric personnel in a multidisciplinary team environment for the care/treatment of assigned patients; performs examinations/prescribes treatments; directs medical process of assigned section.

**Agency Requirement:**

**Psychiatrist Certified and Non-Certified:**

Licensed to practice medicine in the State of South Carolina. Must maintain South Carolina Medical Licensure, federal DEA, and South Carolina State DEA. Completion of full residency (one year internship followed by three years of residency) in psychiatry. Board Certification in psychiatry strongly preferred, and required for certified classifications.

**Sr. Psychiatrist Certified and Non-Certified:**

Licensed to practice medicine in the State of South Carolina. Must maintain South Carolina Medical Licensure, Federal DEA, and South Carolina State DEA. Completion of required residency and two years direct patient care experience. Board certification in psychiatry strongly preferred, and required for certified classifications.

Salary may vary depending on experience and qualifications.

**ADDITIONAL COMMENTS:**

Headquartered in the capital city of Columbia, the South Carolina Department of Mental Health (SCDMH) is one of the oldest state mental health systems in the nation. SCDMH is a complex mental health system.

SCDMH Division of Inpatient Services (DIS) includes psychiatric hospitals for adults and children, Forensic Services, the State’s sexually violent predator treatment program, and four nursing care centers, three of which are for veterans.

The Department’s statewide telepsychiatry program serves all of its mental health centers and hospitals, and provides services in 23 community hospital emergency departments. SCDMH is the largest provider of telepsychiatry services in the State.

SCDMH operates 16 community mental health centers, which include numerous clinics, offering outpatient services in all 46 counties.

The South Carolina Department of Mental Health is an Equal Employment Opportunity Agency. We provide affirmative action and equal opportunity in employment for all qualified persons regardless of race, color, sex – including the basis of pregnancy, childbirth, or related medical conditions, national
origin, age, religion, or disability.

The South Carolina Department of Mental Health offers an outstanding package of salary and benefits which focuses on having a strong work-life balance starting with 15 days paid annual leave, 15 days paid sick leave, 13 paid holidays, military leave, adoption leave, as well as health and prescription coverage, long-term disability, flexible spending accounts, dental, vision, term life insurance and retirement benefit options. There are even more benefits to a career with SCDMH:

* Up to $200K package including benefits plus additional supplemental pay for some positions
* Health, life, and dental insurance
* 401K opportunities and the State retirement plan
* Practice insurance
* Possible relocation funds, bonuses, and tuition loan repayment

Office and support staff makes for a package equal to market standards and more. The malpractice insurance is second to none.

South Carolina boasts excellent weather with ocean beaches and mountains within two and a half hours from almost any location in the state. It offers good schools, low taxes, and low cost of living. South Carolina is rich in cultural activities, including the world-renowned Piccolo Spoleto Arts Festival in Charleston and many museums and theaters. Sports enthusiasts enjoy golfing, sailing, world-class fishing, hiking and natural wildlife. A few more South Carolina amenities:

- $143,600 Median Home Value / lower property taxes
- 187 Miles of Coastline
- 16 Technical Colleges
- 10 Public Colleges and Universities
- 100+ Miles of Mountain Views
- 47 State Parks
- ACC and SEC Sports
- 24 Minute Average Commute

SCDMH is nationally recognized for its innovative work in a variety of areas, including telepsychiatry and suicide prevention. Its School Mental Health Services are located in more than 700 schools and growing. SCDMH crisis response and intervention programs are also rapidly expanding.

Go to www.scdmh.org for more information about SCDMH.